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Bette Winters
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Hospital
Daughter of David and Natalie Dickey. Cook’s Children’s Medical center. Admitted on 12/9 for
respiratory issues. Doctors have scoped her lungs yesterday and suctioned out her sinuses
and took samples for testing. Please pray for wisdom for the doctors for treatment plan and
for healing of her lungs.
Brother of Diana Noffsinger. In ICU with Extremely low blood pressure, and abscess near his
liver and an infection in his gall bladder. They cannot get him stabilized and he still has to
have dialysis. Please pray for the doctors to have wisdom and God would heal his body.
Husband is John Heim. Member of Ladies’ Overcomer’s CG. Transferred to Arlington
Memorial’s On Pointe Transitional Care on 6th floor. Has made some good progress. Please
continue to pray for healing of her brain, return of strength to arms and legs, and ability to
talk clearly. Pray for husband John as he continues to support and be by her side.
16-month old niece of one of our visitors. Stopped breathing Nov 12th and went into a coma.
Drs planning for extubation today to create clear passageway for her throat secretions.
Concerns about swelling in her trachea. Please pray for this swee little girl for every detail
regarding today’s procedure. Parents, Brittany and Nick, are putting all their trust in God’s
love and care for baby Mylah. Pray asking God for mercy and healing in Mylah’s brain. Pray
for mom and dad.
Friend of Janis Matthews has been diagnosed with a subarachnoid hemorrhage and had
surgery on her brain Friday Nov 9. She is 30 years old and could possibly have long term
effects from this. Please pray for relief from pain and healing
Wife Jo, Crysel CG. MCA Rehab floor rm 508. Surgery last week to remove bone spur in neck
went well. Still unable to use legs and arms. Swallowing is a challenge. Please pray for God to
heal his spinal cord, give strength and movement to arms and legs and ability to swallow be
restored. Pray for wife Jo that God will grace her with peace and ability to wait on God’s
timing.
Encompass Rehab Center. Recovering from back surgery. Returned from hospital to manage
liver enzyme levels. Had a bone biopsy for testing. Pray for Barbara, that the Lord will bless
her mind with peace and confidence, her body with strength and her back with healing, all to
wall well and in joy.

Sister of Judy Drury. BOB CG. Had a procedure on her liver recently and has not fell well
since. Pray for healing and doctors to determine a cause.
Husband is Brian. Gall Bladder surgery was successful and is home now recovering. Pray for
healing from the surgery and against infection.
Wife is Michelle, Kingdom First CG. Home from the hospital. Had major back surgery on 12/8.
Pray that his body will adjust to the changes brought about by the surgery. Pray that the pain
will be managed well. Pray for healing for his back from the surgery and rehab will go well.
Nephew of Mike & Gwen Bevill. 38-year-old with wife and young daughter. No cancer found
but a rare disorder called sarcoidosis in his lung. His doctor is looking for a way to treat it.
There is no cure, but it can go into remission. Please pray for wisdom for the doctor and the
treatment will put it in remission.
Home from AMH with congestive heart failure. Doing better. Please pray for God’s blessing
for all the fluid to be gone and her body and heart strengthened, her mind with peace and
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hope.
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8-15-18

USMD Gastric Sleeve surgery. Home and recovering from gastric sleeve surgery. Improving.
Pray for their bodies to heal and complete recovery.
Wife is Valerie, Brewer-Vestal CG. Had a liver biopsy today. Lymph glands extremely swollen
in one leg. Pray for comfort and healing and wisdom for the doctors.
Sr Adult CG. Lymphoma patient. Lesions found in chest; Kidney cancer confirmed, requiring
removal of kidney in the future. Abdominal aneurism requiring treatment but is dealing with
upper respiratory infection and that must be dealt with before any surgery is scheduled.
Please ask the Lord to remove the infection, strengthen her lungs, and bless doctors with
wisdom on when surgeries should take place.
9-month-old baby with DiGeorge syndrome. The family packed up and has begun the moving
process to Houston. Please pray for traveling safety
Wife is Pam, One Accord CG. Saw Orthopedic doctor today. Believe there is an issue with the
hip. He gave Gary a cortisone shot today in the hip. Will see doctor again on 12/19 for follow
up.
Wife is Amanda, Armory CG. Has been diagnosed with an aggressive Stage 3 prostate cancer.
Is doing well. Traveled to MD Anderson today for bloodwork and hormone therapy shot. Pray
for safe travel home and for the meds to be effective.
Wife Thelma, Sr. Adult CG-Neck has improved greatly. Continues treatments for the
Multimyloma condition. Over all doing much better. Please continue praying for God’s
blessing for healing from both conditions.
Husband is Art, Journey CG. Has begun a new experimental treatment for her condition.
Please continue to pray for healing
Daughter of Ron & Linda Owens (members of Seeker’s CG), husband Russ, former
missionaries to Asia. Please continue to pray for complete healing.
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Lucy
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Births
Adopted daughter of Eric and Laura Herrstrom. Born Thursday 12/6.

Date
Valerie Reed

12-4-18

Deaths
Twin Sister of Jennifer Curtis passed away unexpectedly today in Florida. Services are
pending. Please be in prayer for the family during this difficult time.
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